Msd 2 wire distributor

Use this replacement harness to connect your MSD to your distributor or crank trigger. This
part is legal for sale or use on Emissions Controlled Vehicles, Uncontrolled Non-Emissions
Controlled Vehicles, and Racing Use Only Vehicles because it does not affect vehicle emissions
and is not covered by emissions regulations. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All.
Also in Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All.
Also in Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View
All. Also in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also
in Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also
in Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. In
Stock. Add to Wish List. Use this harness to connect your MSD ignition box or timing accessory
to your distributor or crank trigger. Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states
with similar regulations. The magnetic pickup is actually a wire that is wound around a magnet
to create a magnetic field. Whenever this field changes, due to another metal object coming into
the field, a voltage is generated. MSD uses this voltage as a trigger sig- nal for the ignition
control. An MSD Distributor incorporates a metal reluctor wheel with eight evenly spaced trigger
tabs six for 6-cylinder engines, four on 4-cylinders. This reluctor is mounted to the distribu- tor
shaft Figure1. Each time one of these reluctor tabs passes the magnetic pickup, a trigger signal
is created which fires the MSD Ignition. These pickups can only be connected one way to
operate correctly so it is important to know the polarity of the wires. The magnetic pickup wires
of an MSD Ignition Control are twisted together and routed in a separate sleeve with a 2-pin
connector. The Violet wire is positive and the Green wire is negative. This harness connects to
the distributor pickup or a crank trigger pickup. The chart below shows the polarity of MSD
Distributors and other models. Check the timing with the pickup wires connected one way, then
swap the wires and check the timing again. You will notice that the timing changes significantly
and may appear very erratic. The correct connection depends on the ignition control that is
being used. Since the pickups are delivering a voltage signal to trigger the ignition, it is
important that the wires are routed away from other wiring, electrical compo- nents and spark
plug wires. Notice that the pickup wires are twisted around each other in the PN harness that
MSD supplies with the ignition. This helps create a field around the wires for protection and
should be done with any other wiring of the pickup. Also try to route the pickup wiring as close
to the engine block, frame or chassis of the car. These parts serve as large ground planes so
there is less electrical activity near their surface. Following these guidelines will help ensure the
proper trigger signal from your pickups. This harness features a special ground shield that
protects the trigger wires from external interference. Testing You can check the resistance of
the MSD pickups as shown below. If the value is out of the specifications given, the pickup is at
fault. VIP Sponsors. The pickup consists of a wire that is wound around an iron core rather than
a magnet. To create the voltage for the trigger signal, a magnet must pass the pickup rather
than a metal post Figure 2. MSD uses this design because we have the capability to install
magnets in a crankshaft mounted wheel and the pickup cannot be trig- gered by anything other
than the magnet so there are no chances of false triggering. Hotrod MD Category:. Theory â€”
How Does It Work? Though these two pickups require different trigger sources, they essentially
function in the same manner and share the same wiring and installation tips. Every ignition
system requires a trigger signal to accurately fire and deliver a high voltage spark from the coil.
There are several ways this is achieved, from mechanical breaker points to magnetic pickups,
optical triggers and other electronic switches which all serve the same function; to accurately
trigger the ignition at the correct moment for the ideal spark timing. MSD Ignition incorporates a
magnetic pickup in our distributors because of their reliability and accuracy. In fact, most major
automotive manufacturers used magnetic pickups in their distributors until the advent of
distributorless ignition systems in late model vehicles. This pickup functions in a similar
manner as the magnetic pickup which will be explained below. This bulletin provides an
explanation as to the operation of a magnetic pickup and non-magnetic pickup, their polarity
and testing along with a few helpful installation tips. Theory â€” How Does It Work? The
magnetic pickup is actually a wire that is wound around a magnet to create a magnetic field.
Whenever this field changes, due to another metal object coming into the field, a voltage is
generated. MSD uses this voltage as a trigger sig- nal for the ignition control. An MSD
Distributor incorporates a metal reluctor wheel with eight evenly spaced trigger tabs six for
6-cylinder engines, four on 4-cylinders. This reluctor is mounted to the distribu- tor shaft
Figure1. Each time one of these reluctor tabs passes the magnetic pickup, a trigger signal is
created which fires the MSD Ignition. The pickup consists of a wire that is wound around an iron
core rather than a magnet. To create the voltage for the trigger signal, a magnet must pass the
pickup rather than a metal post Figure 2. MSD uses this design because we have the capability
to install magnets in a crankshaft mounted wheel and the pickup cannot be trig- gered by

anything other than the magnet so there are no chances of false triggering. Though these two
pickups require different trigger sources, they essentially function in the same manner and
share the same wiring and installation tips. Polarity These pickups can only be connected one
way to operate correctly so it is important to know the polarity of the wires. The magnetic
pickup wires of an MSD Ignition Control are twisted together and routed in a separate sleeve
with a 2-pin connector. The Violet wire is positive and the Green wire is negative. This harness
connects to the distributor pickup or a crank trigger pickup. The chart below shows the polarity
of MSD Distributors and other models. Check the timing with the pickup wires connected one
way, then swap the wires and check the timing again. You will notice that the timing changes
significantly and may appear very erratic. The correct connection depends on the ignition
control that is being used. Since the pickups are delivering a voltage signal to trigger the
ignition, it is important that the wires are routed away from other wiring, electrical compo- nents
and spark plug wires. Notice that the pickup wires are twisted around each other in the PN
harness that MSD supplies with the ignition. This helps create a field around the wires for
protection and should be done with any other wiring of the pickup. Also try to route the pickup
wiring as close to the engine block, frame or chassis of the car. These parts serve as large
ground planes so there is less electrical activity near their surface. Following these guidelines
will help ensure the proper trigger signal from your pickups. This harness features a special
ground shield that protects the trigger wires from external interference. Testing You can check
the resistance of the MSD pickups as shown below. If the value is out of the specifications
given, the pickup is at fault. IMPORTANT NOTICE : All content in the articles in this section are
the property of the author of the article and all advice and instructions are intended to be just
basic guidelines for the undertaking of any project, and not intended for use by individuals who
are not experienced in the particular field. We advise that you contact the manufacturer of any
product or tool you are using for complete instructions. We also advise you to always use the
appropriate safety equipment for the tools and products you are using. No portion of any of
these articles may be used without the written permission of HotRodHotLine. Old Technology
meets New Technology. High-flowing heads, fuel delivery, cams, pistons, and compression are
the main cast members in this mechanized drama. An under-performing ignition system will
drag down the entire show. MSD Ignition has built an entire industry around providing support
to the other characters in the internal combustion epic, and the introduction of the MSD Ready
to Run is sure to bring the HEI crowd to their feet. The control module was able to provide more
spark energy to the spark plugs with better timing control than mechanical breaker point
ignitions, which allowed for greater dwell times. Increasing the dwell time enabled the ignition
coil to fully charge before releasing its stored energy. Because the coil requires some dwell
time to charge before it discharges, there are some mechanical limitations to the system. At
higher RPM there is less dwell time between coil discharges, so the coil releases less than
maximum energy. History has taught us that with an inductive-type ignition system, higher revs
and lower spark energy results in a loss of power or high-end misses. Remember what we said
in the opening line? This combination has been very successful on the track and performs
reliably on the street, but it does require mounting an external coil and an ignition box in the
engine compartment. There is a cost associated with the purchase of multiple components as
well. With this MSD setup, the inductive ignition is turned into a capacitive discharge ignition
system using a quick-charged, high voltage capacitor that can supply far greater energy to the
plug gap than the stock inductive system. No matter what the RPM, each spark is fully juiced.
High performance upgrade to the stock HEI coil. This upgrade is quick and easy, starting with
removing the bulky stock distributor. MSD ignition systems are well known for making multiple
spark discharge MSD for a complete burn in the combustion chamber. For a point of reference,
at 7, RPM, the ignition system has each cylinder firing 7. Install the new MSD distributor gasket
and apply a liberal amount of the supplied lubricant to the distributor gear. Using the reference
marks you made in step one, install the Ready to Run distributor into the engine ensuring that
the distributor shaft lines up with the oil pump drive. Install the Ready to Run distributor making
sure that the rotor comes to rest pointing at the fixed mark. If the distributor will not fully seat
with the rotor pointing to the marked position, you may need to rotate the oil pump shaft until
the rotor lines up and the distributor fully seats. Position and tighten the hold down clamp onto
the distributor. Install the distributor cap and spark plug wires one at a time to ensure correct
location. Call your friends over to check out the newest upgrade. Last step before firing it up;
wave goodbye to old ignition system technology. Build your own custom newsletter with the
content you love from Dragzine, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your
e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Dragzine articles,
news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for
anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors

Advertising. Killer Bee: Henry George Jr. The HEI system seen on so many GM factory offerings
is not new, and that is part of its drawback in the current performance market. In , Delco, a
division of General Motors, announced a new ignition system that eliminated contact points and
condensers. HEI provided good energy output for the GM motors during that period where the
common engine redline was about 5, rpm. Because the ignition coil was an integral part of the
cap, it was easy to install and only required one electrical wire to run. However, in the past 30
years technology has passed by the once-advantageous HEI ignition system. See Installation
Instructions here. Powerful built-in module produces a 7. Easy-to-adjust mechanical advance
with supplied springs and stop bushings. Vacuum advance canister for improved economy
vacuum advance feature can be locked out. CNC-machined billet aluminum housing and billet
aluminum base. Maintenance-free magnetic pickup and precision reluctor create stable trigger
signals throughout the rpm range. Polished steel shaft is QPQ coated a corrosion resistant and
high-wear friction reduction coating and is guided by a sealed ball bearing. Advance plate and
weights are made from chrome moly steel and QPQ coated for friction reduction. Mechanical
advance assembly can be locked out for crank trigger systems. Advance weight pins are staked
and TIG welded to the plate. Nylon pads ensure smooth operation of the advance weights.
Special oil tract improves lubrication to the distributor and cam gear. O-ring seals can be added
to modified blocks to improve oil pressure control. Start your installation by removing the stock
HEI distributor in this sequence: Remove the existing distributor cap without disconnecting any
of the spark plug wires. Crank the engine until the rotor is aimed at a fixed point on the engine.
Note this position by making a mark. Place the distributor cap back on and note which plug wire
the rotor is pointing to. Disconnect the wiring from the distributor and loosen the distributor
hold down clamp and slide the clamp out of the way. Now you can lift the distributor out of the
engine. Remove the stock HEI distributor by disconnecting the wiring and removing the retainer
bolt and plate where the distributor contacts the intake manifold. The old distributor can then be
removed from the engine. Latest News. More Stories. Drag Racing in your Inbox. Subscribe
Now. Dragzine - Drag Racing Magazine. We think you might like Dragzine - Drag Racing
Magazine Thank you for your subscription. No thanks. Diesel Army. Engine Tech. Quick Links.
Table of Contents. Important: Read the instructions before attempting the installation. WarnIng:
During installation, disconnect the battery cables. When disconnecting the battery,. After
installation, the timing should always be checked and adjusted at idle and total timing. For drag
racing and "short duration" applications, the Pro Power. Coil, PN , is the best choice. For street
applications or long duration racing events, the HVC Pro. Power Coil, PN is recommended. The
7AL-3 can be mounted under the hood, but should be mounted in a position away from direct.
Use the ignition as a template and mark the location of the mounting holes. Install the vibration
mounts to the 7AL-3 then. Wiring the 7AL-3 will be simple by following the instructions. There
are several color coded wires. WarnIng: The 7AL-3 produces very high voltages. Never short the
battery or coil terminals. When disconnecting the battery, always remove the Negative cable
first and install it last. The terminal strip on the left side of the box is responsible for the Power
Leads and the Coil Wires. Some engine combinations benefit from this retard, while others may
experience rough starting or starter kickback. The other side of the switch must have 12 volts.
When the second solenoid is activated the ground is removed and the RET-2 module is
activated. When the trigger input terminal is grounded, the ignition is killed. Points: Connect
one side of the switch to ground and the other side to the Points terminal of 7AL-3 Figure Any
modifications to this item or if it is used on an application other than what MSD Ignition markets
the product, the warranty will be void. Print page 1 Print document 12 pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Be the first to write a review. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information buyselltrade77 Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if
the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Mentor, Ohio, United States. Ships
to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Fri.

Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. See payment information. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Condition is "New". Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. International
Priority Shipping. Msd Two Step Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified usual
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the talent and signal friends amongst the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives assistance approximately the relative point and accord of devices and terminals
upon the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
action more detail of the being appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to highlight interconnections beyond bodily appearance. A wiring diagram is often
used to troubleshoot problems and to make certain that every the connections have been made
and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams take effect the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and unshakable electrical services in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use usual symbols for
wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not lonesome pretend where something is to be installed, but afterward what type of
device is beast installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling roomy has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has marginal
symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate symbol and correspondingly complete the various
outlets. There are symbols that produce an effect the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to espouse association of the house to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will as well as supplement panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser
diagrams for special facilities such as flame alarm or closed circuit television or new special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Registering your.
Go to When disconnecting. The 7AL-2 Plus Ignition is equipped with a 2-step rev control. The
Ignition will accept two rpm. One rev limit can be used for overrev protection while. When 12
volts are applied to the 2-step terminal 2'S' , Module 1 is active. Module 2 is active when there is

no 12 volts. This ignition can be used on 2, 4, 6 even-fire or 8-cylinder engines. The ignition is
set for 8-cylinder. To program the unit for other engines, remove the one screw that holds the
cover to reveal. Cutting a wire loop determines the cylinder selection. When the coil fires,
current is sensed and this. LED will flash. This confirms that the ignition. If the coil is. When the.
Page 2: General Information 5 wire is induced into 7 detonation could occur and cause engine
damage. This is a glass woven and silicone coated protective sleeve that you slide over your
plug wires. This sealant protects the electronics from moisture. If you were to seal the unit, any
moisture or water that may seep in through the wiring grommets will not be able to drain and
may result in corrosion. To lengthen the wires, use one size bigger gauge wire 10 gauge for the
power leads and 16 gauge for the other wires with the proper connections. Page 6 Adapter, try
connecting your tachometer trigger wire to the tach output terminal on the side of the MSD. This
output produces a 12 volt, square wave see page 2. If the tach still does not operate, you will
need a Tach Adapter. Page 7 See page 8 to test for spark. If everything checks positive, use the
following procedure to test for spark. This tool allows you to check your complete ignition
system while it is in the car as well as the operation of rpm limits, activated switches and shift
lights. Page 8: Checking For Spark B. Substitute another coil and repeat the test. If there is now
spark, the coil is at fault. If there is still no spark, check to make sure there is 12 volts on the
small Red wire from the MSD when the key is in the "On" Page 9 On dual point setups, it is
recommended to remove the trailing set of points. There are three different large cap HEI
distributors. MSD Tech Line NOTE: When used with 4 cyl. Honda, cut 2 loops on Cyl. Any
modifications to this item or if it is used on an application other than what MSD markets the
product, the warranty will be void. This manual is also suitable for: Print page 1 Print document
17 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password.
Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The magnetic pickup in MSD Distributors can also be
checked with an Ohm meter to make sure it is within operating specifications. Once again,
connect the Ohm meter's leads to the two terminals of the pickup. The resistance should be
within - 1, ohms. If the resistance is out of this specification, inspect the condition of the wires
leading to the pickup for abrasion, shorting or opens. If the wiring is okay, the pickup is at fault.
Follow the Checking for Spark procedure. If you suspect a spark plug wire to be open causing
poor performance, check the resistance of each wire. By checking the resistance of each wire
you will determine two things: That there is continuity not open and if there is too much
resistance in the wire. Use an Ohm Meter and connect the terminals to the spark plug wire
terminals. Use care to make sure there is good contact or the readings will be inaccurate. If you
do not know the specification for your wires, measure the resistance of each wire. Remember to
divide the length of the wire by 12 to get a "per foot" measurement. If one wire is out of that
average spec, it is at fault. Solid Core wires do not suppress any Electro Magnetic Interference
EMI which will interfere with electronics or rev limiters on your vehicle. A suppression style or
spiral wound spark plug wire MUST be used. On GM vehicles, first remove the tach filter.
Contact MSD Tech with the manufacturer of your tach and what you have installed on it to
determine which Tach Adapter you will need. If your engine continues to run even when the
ignition is turned Off you are experiencing engine Run-On. This usually only occurs on older
vehicles with an external voltage regulator. Because the MSD receives power directly from the
battery, it does not require much current to keep the unit energized. If you are experiencing
run-on, it is due to a small amount of voltage going through the charging lamp indicator and
feeding the small Red wire even if the key is turned off. By installing this Diode in-line of the
wire that goes to the Charging indicator, the voltage is kept from entering the MSD. The diagram
below shows the proper installation for early Ford and GM vehicles. If you are using the White
wire points or electronic amplifier of the MSD to trigger the ignition, follow these steps. Tech
Line Due to shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Open Close. MSD
Ignition Tech 1. Timing Fluctuations: If your timing seems to be jumping all over the place,
check the following items: What kind of timing light are you using? Many lights have trouble
reading the MSD's capacitive discharge multiple sparks. Dial back timing lights are not
recommended. Try another non-adjustable light and check the timing again. Make sure you are
not using Solid Core wires. Inspect the routing of the Magnetic Pickup Harness. It should be
routed clear of the coil primary wires and plug wires. It is best to route it along a ground plain
such as the firewall, frame or engine block to form a shield around it. Check the polarity of the
magnetic pickup wires of the distributor. Reverse the connectors and check the timing again.
The correct polarity is whichever connection gives the most retarded timing. On Chevrolet
engines, if the timing is retarding 10 - 20 degrees inspect for cam-walk. This is especially
prevalent on engines with a chrome or stock timing chain cover that is actually bowing forward
allowing the cam to "walk". Magnetic Pickup in the Distributor The magnetic pickup in MSD
Distributors can also be checked with an Ohm meter to make sure it is within operating

specifications. Spark Plug Wires If you suspect a spark plug wire to be open causing poor
performance, check the resistance of each wire. Engine Run-On If your engine continues to run
even when the ignition is turned Off you are experiencing engine Run-On. White Wire Trigger: If
you are using the White wire points or electronic amplifier of the MSD to trigger the ignition,
follow these steps. Make sure the ignition switch is in the Off position. Disconnect the MSD
White wire from the distributor points or the ignition amplifier. Turn the ignition to the On
position. Tap the White wire to ground several times. Each time the wire is pulled away from
ground a spark should jump from the coil wire to ground. If spark is present, the ignition is
working properly. If there is no spark: Inspect all of the wiring. Substitute another coil and test
again. If there is now spark, the coil is at fault. If there is still no spark, check to make sure there
is 12 volts on the small Red wire from the MSD when the key is in the On position. If 12 volts are
not present, find another 12 volt source and repeat the test. After inspecting the test procedures
and inspecting all of the wiring, there is still no spark, the Ignition is at fault. See the Warranty
and Service Page for Information. With a small jumper wire, short the Green and Violet magnetic
pickup wires together then pull the jumper off. Each time the short is removed a spark should
jump If spark is present, the ignition is working properly. Home Site Map Terms Privacy. All
Rights Reserved. Powered by Web Shop Manager. Sign In or Create an Account. It needs to be
triggered by a distributor or crank trigger of some sort. MSD Performance tells us that many of
the ignition boxes in their arsenal can be triggered by way of a set of points or any number of
OEM and select aftermarket electronic ignition systems. The best trigger setup is most likely a
matching MSD magnetic pickup distributor of some sort. Or even better, a crank trigger system.
Each of them features a CNC machined billet aluminum housing along with a billet aluminum
base. Models are available with and without vacuum advance. The shaft is a polished QPQ
liquid nitride coated, large diameter 0. MSD incorporates a sealed ball bearing on the topside of
the shaft that works along with an extra long sintered bearing on the bottom end this provides
increased shaft support. The mechanical advance weight pins are staked and TIG welded to the
plate. MSD makes use of special nylon pads beneath the advance weights. The reason? They
allow for smooth action as the weights advance. In addition, the advance system can be locked
out if necessary. Internally, MSD has engineered the distributor with a special oil tract, which
improves lubrication to both the distributor and the cam gear. In Chevy applications, the
distributor is machined to accept o-ring seals. These seals can be used in modified blocks as a
means to improve oil pressure control. The pickup used in the distributor is a maintenance-free
magnetic model that works in conjunction with a precision reluctor wheel. The idea here is to
provide stable timing throughout the RPM range. The distributor comes with a two-wire harness
that plugs directly into most MSD ignition boxes. Doing this provides the spark with sufficient
time to light the air-fuel mixture. As the RPM rises, the time required to bring in the advance
increases. Having advanced timing tends to increase cylinder pressure, which in turn improves
low RPM torque. The end result is usually detonation. It depends upon a wide range of
circumstances. Honestly, there is no one perfect curve for any engine. As a total package each
racecar or street-strip car is different and because of this, each ignition curve will have to be
different. These advance systems operate independently of each other. Centrifugal advance
functions by way of a pair of governor weights and springs, that are controlled by engine RPM.
Centrifugal force shifts the weights outward against the tension of the springs. This causes the
distributor cam to move which advances the timing. The vacuum advance system includes a
diaphragm that responds to the difference between atmospheric pressure and induction
pressure. Pre-emission vacuum advance systems were hooked to a manifold vacuum source
usually located downstream of the carburetor throttle plates. At idle and during part throttle
operation, manifold vacuum is high. This advances the ignition timing. If the engine is operated
at wide-open throttle, manifold vacuum is low. This all changed in the middle of the Sixties. With
this setup, vacuum is lowest at idle and it increases as the throttle is opened completely
opposite to manifold vacuum. At idle, a spark ported vacuum system provides zero vacuum
advance where the older manifold vacuum advance system might have provided as much as
degrees additional timing. Given the slew of variables most high performance or race
distributors do not make use of vacuum advance case-in-point is the MSD Pro Billet Distributor
shown in the accompanying photos. A vacuum advance system can increase the total timing to
50 degrees or more. Vacuum advance was helpful in low compression applications, where it
could improve fuel economy. Total ignition timing is the sum of initial timing and centrifugal
advance. Bringing in the advance in late was pretty much standard issue on production cars.
Any factor that changes the burning rate of the fuel or the engine speed can cause a need for an
ignition timing change. It allows you to dial in how quick the timing com
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es in, and it also allows you to limit the amount the timing can be advanced. The general idea is
to bring the curve in as quickly as possible without the engine detonating. This means you
should work with the springs supplied with the distributor to reach the ideal curve for your
combination. Some applications might need one very light spring along with a heavy spring,
while others might work best with a pair of light springs. Some might need a pair of medium
strength springs and so on. Where do I set the initial timing mark on my degree balancer. What
is the best way to read this timing? I have both variable and non-variable timing lights. Where
should I set the initial timing?? Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new
posts by email. Terms Classifieds Privacy. Previous article. Next article. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. I agree to receive emails from RacingJunk. I
understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy.

